
 

Music Tech Startup Band Industries Drops its 3rd & Most Capable 

Product: Roadie Bass 

 

One Roadie to Tune Them All 

 

April 1st, 2018. Port Townsend, Washington - Band Industries is proud to announce that Roadie 

Bass Automatic Guitar Tuner has started shipping to Kickstarter backers and customers. 4,741 

backers from 93 countries raised more than $500k for Roadie 2 & Roadie Bass, officially making 

them the highest earning music accessories on any crowdfunding platform. 

Roadie Bass has enough torque to crank the biggest pegs in the business but is as precise as a 

watchmaker’s fingers. Finally, bassists will have a tool designed just for their needs.  

"We made Roadie Bass to be the strongest, sturdiest and most capable tuner a musician could 

possibly need. If an instrument has a machine head, Roadie Bass can tune it at a professional 

level. This is something we always dreamed of and seeing Roadie Bass in the hands of 

thousands of musicians around the globe will be infinitely rewarding." says CEO & co-founder 

Hassane Slaibi. 

About Roadie Bass 

Roadie Bass has more torque than any musician could ever need when tuning a geared machine 

head. 300:1 gearing provides ultra-precise tuning adjustments and its vibration sensing allows 

Roadie Bass to tune completely automatically and stand alone. Roadie Bass’ advanced audio 

algorithms and machine precision consistently deliver perfectly accurate tuning for acoustic, 

https://www.roadietuner.com/roadie2/
https://www.roadietuner.com/roadie-bass/


electric, classical and steel guitars, 7 and 12-string guitars, ukuleles, mandolins, banjos, 

dulcimers, basses, and much more. Basically, “one Roadie to tune them all”.  

Alternate & custom tunings 

Choose from over 40 preset alternate and open tunings. The Roadie Tuner app also gives you 

the ability to create your own custom tunings and temperaments. 

Re-string at 40 RPM  

Re-string quickly and easily with the automatic winding feature. The motor rotates at three 

speeds, the fastest of which is 40 RPM. 

Customizable 

Control & personalize your tuner using the free Roadie Tuner companion mobile app.  

What is the difference between Roadie 2 & Roadie Bass? 

Band Industries is confident that they have designed the strongest, sturdiest and most capable 
tuner yet. It is bigger, heavier & more powerful than Roadie 2. Roadie Bass also has a screen on 
the side rather than the top to make it easier to see with the longer bass guitar necks. 

Roadie 2 can tune any instrument with a string gauge up to 75 while Roadie Bass can tune 
instruments with string gauge up to 140. 

Roadie 2 has a frequency detection range between 43.65 Hz and 698.46 Hz, while Roadie Bass 
detects frequencies between 27.5 Hz and 880 Hz. 
 
Band Industries delivers worldwide. Customers get a 30-day money back guarantee as well as a 
1-year warranty for all Roadies. For more information, visit their website. 
  
The creators of the device are available for demos, interviews and inquiries.  
Press kit can be found here: https://www.roadietuner.com/press/  
Contact: Sam Force/ Abir Farha  
sam@bandindustries.com, abir@bandindustries.com  
+1 360 531 2265 
  

### 

 
About Band Industries 

Band Industries is dedicated to building the next generation musician’s toolkit. The company was 
founded by Hassane Slaibi and Bassam Jalgha and has offices in both Seattle and Beirut. Slaibi and 
Jalgha decided to combine their passions for music and tech by developing the company’s first 
product, the Roadie Tuner, in 2013. It garnered worldwide attention and accolades, including the 
TechCrunch Disrupt 2014 Audience Choice Award. In 2017, they successfully released their more 
advanced product, Roadie 2. The company is now reaching their next milestone with Roadie Bass 
and continues to enrich the lives of musicians through tech.  
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